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Abstract. The seasonalcirculationof the upper 1000 rn of the North Atlantic between
40ø-55øNand 20ø-40øWis calculatedusingthe traditional dynamicmethod and a
circulationmodel with a densityfield that evolveswith the flow. The model is of finite
differenceform and is basedon dynamicsthat describethe nonlinear evolutionof the
oceanat low Rossbynumber.The model is controlledby initial and boundaryconditions
that includeair-seabuoyancyand momentumfluxes.The model is run in two ways:with
controlsspecifieddirectlyfrom observationsand with controlsinferred by the assimilation
of all availabledata. These data include surfacedrifter trajectories,sea levelsfrom the
TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter, Bunker air-seafluxes,and the Levitus climatologicalmonthly
meansof temperatureand salinity.We concludethat the North Atlantic Current transport
is 40 +_18 Sv with seasonalvariationsof the order of 2 Sv. The mean vertical transport
out of the region is 2 +_9 Sv and is subjectto seasonalvariationsof 2 Sv. Overall, these
estimatesare in good agreementwith integral North Atlantic Current featuresderived
from independentlong-termmeasurementsmade in the region over the past decade.The
optimal oceanstatehas a volumetransportacrossthe westernboundaryof 51 + 3 Sv with
a maximumtransportof 61 +_5 Sv in April-May and a minimum of 42 + 3 Sv in
October-November.This westerninflow is compensatedby mean outflowsof 28 +_2
(east), 16 +_2 (north), 5 _+2 (south),and 1.8 _+0.4 Sv out of the domainat 1000m.
Sensitivitystudiesshowthat nonlinear mixing and seasonalityare important in
determiningthe overall circulation.Specifically,steadyboundaryforcing leadsto annual
mean transportsthat are 15-25% smallerthan transportsobtainedwith seasonalforcing.
Winter convectionis alsoshownto play a significantrole in determiningthe overall
circulationpattern.
1.

state and its fluxes is to assimilate

Introduction

ocean circulation

This studyis focusedon the seasonalvariabilityof the transportsandfluxesassociated
with circulationand hydrographyin
the upper 1000m of the centralNorth Atlantic between40ø55øNand 40ø-20øW(Figure 1). There is generalagreementon
a mean northeastwardflow of relativelywarm water through
the region.However,there is not agreementon the magnitude
of the heat and volume transportsor the details of the circulation [e.g., Sy et al., 1992; Schmitz and McCartney, 1993;
Rossby,1996]. For example,recent estimatesof the transport
of the North Atlantic Current (NAC) acrossthe western
boundary of our study area range from 25 to 40 Sv [e.g.,
Baryshevskaya,
1985;Krauss,1986;Krausset al., 1990;Sy et al.,
1992;Rossby,1996].Most of theseestimateswere obtainedby
applyingthe traditional dynamicalmethod to hydrographic
data collectedduringsynopticsurveys.They are thereforesubject to errors associatedwith the choiceof the velocityreference level and aliasingof the region'svigorouseddy activity.
One way to improve traditional estimates of the ocean's
Copyright2001 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number2000JC900166.
0148-0227/01/2000JC900166509.00

model.

A number

the available

data into an

of such studies have now

been carried out for the North Atlantic [e.g., Provostand
Salmon, 1986;Martel and Wunsch,1993;Marotzke and Wunsch,

1993;Nechaevet al., 1995]. This approachhas now generally
replacedpurely statisticalschemessuchas optimal interpolation. The main reasonis that statisticalschemesrequire information on the correlationscalesof the variablesto be mapped.
Even if one acceptsthe conceptof correlationscalesas meaningful in an ocean that is statisticallynonstationaryand nonhomogeneous,there are usuallyinsufficientdata to estimate
the correlationfunctionsaccurately.This leavesthe statistical
schemesstronglydependenton dubious assumptionsabout
characteristiclength scalesand timescales.
Assimilation methods for estimating the ocean state are
usuallybasedon a prior probabilitydistribution,• say,of the
differencesbetween observationsand the true model predictions. It is usuallymore straightforwardto specifythe covariance structure

of these differences

than the covariance

struc-

ture of the ocean state, as required by optimal interpolation.
The dynamicscan be consideredas a nonlinear operator •
that mapsa vector of controlvariablesC onto the model state
vector X -- •(C). In the presentstudythe control vector C
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the Atlantic. The major differencein our formulation is its
abilityto accommodate
seasonalchanges.
The governingequationsare appliedas strongconstraints.
They includegeostrophic balancebelow a surfacelayer controlledby Ekman dynamics, conservationof volume, hydrostaticbalance, and
buoyancyconservationwith vertical convectiveadjustment.
One of the relativelynovelfeaturesof the presentanalysisis
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the calculation of the full Hessian matrix, which allows us to
construct confidence
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intervals

for the estimated

ocean state.

The observations
are describedbrieflyin section2, and the
variousschemes
for estimatingthe oceanstateare describedin
section3. We discussour estimatesof the state and check them

Figure 1. Transportin the top 1000m of the northernNorth againstpublishedtransportvalues and independentcurrent
Atlantic by the Labrador Current, Gulf Stream, and North measurements
in section4. The sensitivityof the solutionsto
Atlantic Current accordingto Dietrichet al. [1975].Numbers the temporalresolutionof the boundaryforcingandthe mixing
denotetransports
in Sverdrups
(106 m3 s-•). Theshaded
rect- parameterizationsis discussedin section5. Conclusionsare
angle definesthe model domain.
givenin section6.

includesthe initial and boundaryconditionsof the oceancir-

2.

culationmodel.Startingfrom a first guessCi, it is usually

The observations
includetemperatureand salinityat standard depths,sea level from the TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter,
air-seafluxes,and surfacedrifter trajectories.All data types
havebeenaveragedinto monthlymeans.To quantifythe overall variabilityof the monthlymeans,includingtheir seasonal
cycles,we have calculatedtheir standarddeviation Crob
s by
averagingthroughtime and acrossthe model domain.To es-

possibleto find an optimalcontrolvectorCo that maximizes•.
The dynamicsthen provide an optimal estimateof the complete oceanstatethroughthe mappingXo = d(Co). Resultsof
this type of analysisinclude not only interpolatedfields that
satisfythe assumeddynamicalconstraints(either exactlyto
someprescribedlevelof accuracy)but alsoconfidenceregions
for functions of the state vector that could include, for exam-

Observations

timate model error at a fixed location, we used a Fourier

ple, heat transportsand verticalvelocities.
expansionto describethe temporalvariabilityof the monthly
In the presentstudywe usedata assimilation
to estimatethe means as follows:
seasonalvariationof the hydrography,
velocity,and boundary
fluxes of the central

North

Atlantic.

The assimilated

data in-

clude monthlymeansof air-seafluxes,griddedtemperatures
and salinities,sea surfaceheightsmeasuredby the TOPEX/
Poseidonaltimeter, and surfacedrifter tracks.The dynamics
have been simplifiedby assumingthe spacescalesare longer
than one internal Rossbyradiusand the timescalesare longer
than 1 month. The dynamicalconstraintsremain nonlinear,
however.One important consequenceof this nonlinearityis

L

cb(t)= • a•tk(t),

(1)

k=l

where rk standsfor an observedmonthlymean for month t.
The first Fourier componentq • is constantthroughtime and
its amplitudea • is the mean.The nextpair of components,
q2
and q3, define the annual cycle. Higher-order terms define
harmonicsof the annual cycle.The standarddeviationof rk
thattheassimilation
scheme
is sensitive
to Ct andtheparamafterremovalof the seasonal
variabilityusing(1) is denotedby
etersrequired to fix •.
d. It generallydecreases
with increasing
L. To quantifythe
We first estimate the seasonalchangesin the circulation Crmo
uncertaintyin the individual monthly means,we have also
from the hydrography.Specifically,the flow in the top 1000m
is estimatedfrom temperatureand salinitydata by (1) assum- estimatedtheir standarderror craby taking into accountthe
ing a level of no motionat 1000m and (2) takingthe surface intramonthlyvariabilityand observationalerrors.
asthe referenceleveland specifyingit with sealevelsmeasured
by the TOPEX/Poseidonaltimeter.We showthat the assump- 2.1. Temperature and Salinity
tion of no motionat 1000m is a poor assumption
in thisregion.
Monthly meanswere extractedfrom the climatologycomWe alsoshowfor both assumptions
1 and 2 the densityfield is piled by Levimset al. [1994a] and Levitusand Boyer[1994]
incompatiblewith the diagnosedflow fields.
(madeavailablethroughWeb site http://www.nodc.noaa.gov).
The oceanstateis then estimatedusinga nonlinearcircula- Despite the well-knownproblemswith that data set we setion model that allowsthe densityfield to evolvewith the flow. lectedit primarilybecauseof the largeamountof dataunderThe initial and boundaryconditionsare specifieddirectlyfrom lyingthisclimatology.On the averageit hasn = 22.7 hydrothe observedtemperatures,salinities,and air-seafluxes.Al- castsper month per squaredegreein the region of interest.
thoughthe resultingflowfieldsare consistent
with the assumed Alternative data sets,suchasthe North Atlantic climatologyof
dynamics,the estimated fields exhibit uncontrollableerror Losieret at. [1995],althoughderivedthroughisopycnalintergrowth.
polation and not so heavily smoothed,are characterizedby
Finally, we combine,in an optimalway, the dynamicalcon- n --• 3-4. In the balance between the formal error bars and
straintsof the circulationmodel and the availableclimatolog- subjectivedegreeof realismwe chosethe former, assuming
ical data. The assimilationalgorithm is similar to the data that isobaricaveragingand extra smoothingwill not strongly
inversion schemesof Schlitzer[1993], Martel and Wunsch affectthe seasonalcycleof the net fluxesand transportsasso[1993],andMercieret al. [1993],whichhavebeenusedsuccess- ciatedwith NAC variability.
fully to reconstructthe steadystate large-scalecirculationof
Temperatureand salinityof the Levituset al. [1994a,1994b]
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mixing
atthistimeofyear.Theminimum
density
overthetop
100m occurs
progressively
laterin theyearwithincreasing

5O
NET

depth:
at30mtheminimum
isinSeptember,
andat100mit

400m

is in November.Horizontalmapsof densityat 100 m are

dominated
byanoverall
north-south
gradient,
withthelowest
densities
generally
occurring
in fall(Figure
3).Themaximum
vertical
shears
implied
bythesemapsof density
andthethermalwindrelationship
areoforder10m s-• in 1000m.

100rn
0m

o
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The standarddeviationof the monthlymeansdropsby a
factor of 10 from the sea surfaceto 1000 m (Table 1, row

labeled
O'obs).
Mostof thevariation
in density
is dueto the
seasonal
cycle.
Thestandard
deviations
of thedensity
after

'o -100

removal
of theannual
cycle(i.e.,(1)withL = 3) aretypically

reduced
bya factorof 4, butthedepthdependence
remains
Figure2. Monthly
means
of observed
density
at various(Table1, rowlabeledO'mod).
depths
asafunction
ofmonth.
Theshort
vertical
lines
through The standarderrorsof the monthlydensities(o'a) were
thesymbols
show
thestandard
errors.
Thecontinuous
lines
are estimated
fromthestandard
errorsof temperature
andsalinity
densities
predicted
by experiment
A0.

under
theassumption
thatthefluctuations
oftemperature
and
salinity
arestatistically
independent
andsufficiently
smallto
nonlinearities
intheequation
ofstate.
Theo-a are5-10
andLevitusandBayer[1994]datasetwereconverted
into neglect
times
smaller
than
the
standard
deviation
of
the
monthlydendensity
using
thestandard
United
Nations
Educational,
Sciensities
at
the
same
depth
(Table
1,
compare
the
rows
labeled
o-a
tific,andCultural
Organization
formula
[Fafanaff
andMillard,
and
O'obs).
1983].
Theseasonal
cycle
of density
iswelldefined
at the
surface,
butit attenuates
withdepthto thepointthatit is 2.2. Air-Sea Fluxes
almost
nonexistent
at 400m (Figure2, diamonds).
Stratifica-

tioninthetop100misclose
toneutral
fromJanuary
toApril,

Windstresses
wereextracted
fromtheclimatological
atlasof

through
Website
presumably
theresult
ofwinter
convection
andenhanced
wind IsemerandHasse[1987](madeavailable
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Figure
3. Seasonal
means
oftheobservations:
(a)Levitus
etal.[1994a,
1994b]
and
Levitus
and
Bayer
[1994]
density
data
at100
minkgm-3,(b)sea
level
from
theTOPEX/Poseidon
altimeter
incentimeters,
and
(c)
dynamic
height
derived
from
the
Levims
etal.[1994a,
1994b]
and
Levitus
and
Bayer
[1994]
climatology
under
theassumption
of nomotionat 1000m in centimeters.
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Table 1. StandardDeviationsof the Monthly Means of Observationsand Related Quantitiesa
Density, p
30 m

100 m

400 m

1000 m

B

•r

,

Ap

49.
10.
4.2
8.7

23.
5.0
3.0
5.5

22.
2.6
3.0
2.5

4.6
1.4
0.7
1.4

48.
6.1
14.
14.

25.
0.7
20.
7.1

0.44
0.33
0.20
0.35

'''
'"
2.2
1.2

1.0

1.3

0.8

0.6

4.

5.

0.15

1.0

O'ob
•
ffmod
o'a
O'ma

%

aThe abbreviationsare as follows:Crob
s,standarddeviationof all monthlymeansat the seasurfaceor the level specified;
Crmod,
standarddeviationafter removingannual cycle;era,standarderror of the monthly means;trina,standarddeviation
of the differencebetweenA1 predictionsand observations'or_ standarddeviationof the stateestimatedby experimentA1;

p,waterdensity
in 10-s g cm-3;B, surfacebuoyancy
fluxin 10-8 g cm-2 s-•; •, sealevelin cm;7,windstress
in cm2 s-2;
andAp,changein waterdensity
overoneyearintegration
in 10-s g cm-3.

http://www.scd.ucar.edu
(Figure4)). The standarddeviationof

from Isemer and Hasse [1987]. We calculated it from the

themonthly
stresses
is0.44cm2s-2 (Table1,trobs).
Windstress monthlymeansof net surfaceheat fluxH(x, t) using
is more variableabout the annualcyclethan, for example,the
surfacedensity(O'obs/O'mo
d • 1, Table 1). Uncertaintiesin wind
stress arise from

errors

in the wind

observations

and uncer-

tainties in the nonlinear drag law used to convert wind into
stress.Our estimate of the standard error of the monthly

= .c;'poH,

(2)

wherea is the thermalexpansion
coefficient,
Cpis the heat
capacityof seawater,and Pois a referencesurfacedensity.This
calculation

assumes that the influence

of the freshwater

meansis 0.2cm2 s-2 (Table1, ira).

flux is

negligiblein this region [e.g., Schmittet al., 1989]. Our comBuoyancyflux at the sea surfacewas not directly available puted buoyancyfluxes (Figure 4) differ from the fields of

WINTER

SPRING

SUMMER

FALL

ANNUAL

45

45

36

. 30

24

36

30

24

24

b

150

100

OBSERVATION

5O

o

DAYS

Figure 4. Seasonalmeansof the observations:
(a) wind stress(scaleshown),(b) surfacebuoyancyflux in

10-8 g cm2 s-], and(c) surface
driftervelocities
(scaleshown).
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Schmittet al. [1989]by only a few percent,an amountthat is

scaledwith the time betweenthe pair of fixesusedto calculate
the velocity.The standarderror for a givencell and monthwas
buoyancyfluxes are dominatedby the seasonalcycle (rrobs/ found to vary with the numberof drifter days,z, accordingto
Crmo
d • 8, Table 1).
10cms-• x •o/Z withzo - 180days.
Accordingto the inversecalculationof Isemeret al. [1989]

well within

the error

bars of the estimated

heat flux. The

we setthe buoyancy
fluxerrorlevelrra of 14 x 10-8 g cm-2
s-•. Thisvaluemaybeinterpreted
asthecombined
effectof a
heat flux uncertainties of 35 W m -2 and a freshwater flux

3.

Methods for Estimating Ocean State
The traditional dynamicmethod and our circulationmodel

uncertainties
of 30cmyr-•. AsnotedbyMarotzke
andWunsch are
[1993],the errorsin the buoyancyflux estimatescouldbe even
larger.
2.3.

Sea Level

now described

in terms of a modification

of the set of

equationsproposedby Welander[1959]:
1

f(k x u) =

--Vp + vOzzu,

p0

(3)

Sea level measuredby the TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter was
O•p + aP = 0,
(4)
obtained from the University of Texas at Austin Center for
SpaceResearch(throughthe Web siteftp://ftp.csr.utexas.edu).
V-u + O•w= 0,
(5)
The TOPEX/Poseidon databaseincludesa 4 year mean dyOtp
+ V' (up)+ Oz(wp)
= AtAp+ O•(AvO•p)
+ fI(p), (6)
namictopography(September1992to December1996)and 10
day sea level anomalyfields about this mean. We computed
wheref is the Coriolisparameter,(u, w) --- (u, v, w) is the
monthlymeansealevelfieldsby averagingthe 10 dayfieldsfor
velocityvector,•, is the verticaleddyviscosity,
p is pressure,#
a givenmonth and then addingthe mean field.
is accelerationdue to gravity,At andA v are lateral andvertical
The surface topographyis dominated by a fairly steady
eddydiffusioncoefficients,and 3, is the horizontalLaplacian
north-southgradientof 1 m acrossthe modeldomain(Figure
operator.Unstabledensityprofilesare suppressed
by the con3). This drop impliessurfacegeostrophiccurrentsof the order

adjustment
operator
fI(p) (seeAppendix
A). To inteof 5 cms-•. Sealevelchanges
at a fixedlocation
aredominated vective

by the annualcycle,(ffobs/ffmod
m 35, Table 1). The annual
cycle can be explainedin large part by changesin dynamic

grate this system,we must specifythe initial condition

p(x,z, 0) = p0

(7)

heightrelativeto 1000m. If we take2 x 10-4 g cm-3 as a

measureof the seasonalchangesin densityoverthe top 1000m and boundaryconditions
(Table 1), the standarddeviationof the associateddynamic
• o•u(x,0, t) = ,,
heightis 20 cm, closeto that observedby the TOPEX/Poseidon
A vO•p(x,0, t) = B,
altimeter(rrob
s -- 25 cm, Table 1).
We have treated separatelythe standarderrorsof the mean
p(x, 0, t) = p0gg,
surfacetopographyand the variability about this mean. The
major uncertaintyin the meantopographyis the JGM-3 geoid
w(x, 0, t) = 0,
model, which introduceserrors ranging from 17 and 22 cm.
p(0v, z, t) =
Standarderrorsof the annualcycleand higherharmonicsare
estimatedto be 4 cm on the basisof informationgatheredfrom
p(x, --h, t) = pb,
the availabledocumentation.(More informationon the processingof the TOPEX/Poseidondata is givenby Tapleyet al.
0zu(x,-h, t) = 0.
[19941.)

(8)
(9)
(10)

(13)
(14)

Theinitialdensity
isdenotedbypO,windstress
isdenotedby'r,

2.4.

Drifter Trajectories

The trajectoriesof 2167surfacedriftersthat movedthrough
the modeldomainbetweenJanuary1991 and March 1995were
obtainedfrom the Marine EnvironmentalData Service(Canada). Most of the drifterswere droguedbetween5 and 15 m
and thereforesamplethe velocityin the surfaceEkman layer.
The total numberof positionfixeswas 82,852,the numberof
drifteryearswas25.3, andthe averagetime spentby driftersin
a typicalmodel grid cell was 47 days.Differencesin consecutive positionswere used to estimatevelocity. Outliers were

definedby speeds
exceeding
150cm s-•, andtheywerediscardedprior to the calculationof monthlymean velocitiesfor
each model grid cell.
Four yearsof drifter data are insufficientto map accurately
the seasonalmeansurfacevelocity(Figure4, note the number
of empty cells). The annualmean pattern is more spatially
coherent and suggestsan overall eastwardtransport in the

buoyancyflux is denotedby B, and sealevel is denotedby g.
Densitieson the lateralboundaries(0 V) andbottomboundary
(z = -h) are denotedby Pcand p•,, respectively.
Welander's[1959] equationshave been usedwith considerable success
in studiesof large-scalecirculation[e.g.,Needler,
1967;Stommeland Schott,1977;Wunsch,1994].The systemof
equations(3)-(14) is slightlymore generalthan the system
proposedby Welander[1959] in that we have allowedfor (1)
temporalchanges,(2) horizontaldiffusionin the densityequation, and (3) nonadiabaticprocesses
in the uppermixedlayer.
Scaleanalysisshowsthat the modifiedsystemappliesto space
scalesand timescaleslongerthan 200 km and 30 days,respectively. These scalesare consistentwith spatial and temporal
resolutionof the data, and in fact, they imposephysicallimitation on the horizontalresolutionof the grid (section3.2)
precludingrecoveryof the more detailedflowpatternshownin
Figure 1.

surfacelayerof about10 cms-•.
To estimate standard error of the monthly mean drifter 3.1. Dynamic Method
velocitiesfor each cell, we assumed(1) individualvelocities
This method is basedon (3)-(5) and boundaryconditions
were statisticallyindependentand (2) their standarderrors (8), (10), (11), and (14). This reducedset of equationsis a
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linear mappingof x, •, and p into the three-dimensionalvelocity field (u, w). In the absenceof directmeasurements
of sea
surface elevation

it is often assumed that isobaric surfaces are
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Table 2. List of Numerical Experimentsa
Experiment

L

A•

A vO

Sea Level

A0
A1
B1
B2
B3
C1
C2
C3
C4
E1
E2

3
3
1
5
7
3
3
3
3
3
3

20
20
20
20
20
2
8
40
20
20
20

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
2

TP2
TP•
TPx
TP•
TP•
TP•
TP•
TP•
TP•
TP2
TP2

level at some depth z -- -h. Integration of the hydrostatic
equationfrom z -- -h to 0 then givesp at all depthsand • in
particular. If the sea surfacetopographyis known, it can be
used to specifyp at the sea surfaceand the integrationof the
hydrostaticequationgivesp and (u, w) at all depthsasbefore.
Neither approachtakesinto accountbuoyancyflux or the density conservationconstraint(6).
3.2.

CURRENT

Prognostic Model Without Data Assimilation

Convection
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
"'
CD

We will show that the velocity field calculatedusing the
aThe abbreviationsare as follows:L, number of terms in the Fourier
of theboundary
forcing;
A•, horizontal
viscosity
in 106
dynamicalmethod is inconsistentwith the observeddensity representation
at surfacein cm2 s-•; TP•, TOPEX/
field. To overcomethis limitation, we developeda numerical cm2 s-•; Avo, verticalviscosity

Poseidonmonthlyanomaliesand long-termmean treated separately;
TP2, TOPEX/Poseidonmonthly anomaliesand long-termmean comWelander equations.The integrationschemeis a semi-implicit, binedinto a singlemeasurement;CA, conventionalhydrostaticadjustment procedure;and CD, mixingsimulatedby nonlineardiffusion.
conservative finite difference scheme defined on a standard

circulation

model based on a discretized form of the modified

Arakawa C grid (see Figure 1 for model domain).The model
gridis specifiedin a Cartesiancoordinatesystemdefinedunder
the /3 plane approximation.Spatial derivativesare approximated by central differences,and leapfrog time steppingis
used for temporal derivatives.The scheme is implicit with
respectto verticaladvectionand diffusionof density.All other
processesare treated explicitly.The horizontalgrid spacingis
uniform in x andy and equal to 111 kin. The verticallevelsare
identicalto the p levelsusedin the Levimset al. [1994a,1994b]
and Levimsand Boyer [1994] climatology:10, 30, 50, 75, 100,
150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 700, and 1000 m. The model time

stepis typically4 days,and the integrationis carriedout for 1
year.

domain.Wp(x) is a depth-dependent
weightfactor,andthe
overbar denotestime averageover the month m.

2. •rn=l
12 fS WB(B*
m - Bm)2 dS, whichis similarto
componenti but for surfacebuoyancyB. The weight factor
WB is invariantwith respectto time of year and location.

3. • m-----•
12 f S Wu(x,m)lUm
* __tim12dS, whichis similarto
component2 but for surfacecurrentsßThe observedsurface
flow, inferred from the bin-averageddrifter velocities,is de-

notedbyU'm;thecurrentvelocityin the top (0-10 m) layeris
denotedby tim. The weightfactor Wu varieswith grid cell and
time of year, dependingon the qualityand numberof drifter
observationsin each bin average.
4. 5;m--1
12 •S W,(xm
* - • )2 dS, whichis similarto component 2 but for wind stress•. The weight factor W, is con-

The paucityof densityand surfaceflux data doesnot allow
variationson timescales<1 month to be resolved.The prognosticmodel, on the other hand, requiresboundaryconditions stant.
to be updatedeverytime step.To overcomethis mismatchin
ß Zm=1 fs W•(•d
) dS, whichis similarto comtemporalresolution,the time variationof the model'sbound- ponent2 but for sealevel.Dynamicheightcalculatedfrom the
aryvariablesis approximatedby a truncatedFourier expansion hydrographic
dataunderthe assumption
of no flowat 1000m is
of the form (1): if L = 1, the boundaryforcingis constant denotedby •; the monthlymeansealevelfrom the modelis
thoughtime; if L - 3, it varieswith an annualcycleaboutthis denoted
by•,n.Theweight
factor
Wcisconstant.

6. •;m
12=1fs Wg,
[(• *m - ½,) - (• - ½)m]2 dS,which
is

mean.

The run of the prognosticcirculationmodel without assim- similarto component2 but for sea level anomaliesabout the
ilation of datawill henceforthbe referred to asexperimentA0. long-term mean (denoted by overbar). Monthly sea level
Parametersettingsfor this, and other runs, are givenin Table anomaliesmeasuredby the TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter are
by•*m- ½*;thecorresponding
monthly
anomalies
2. Note, verticaldiffusivityvarieswith z accordingto A v -- A vo denoted

exp(z/ho) + Avh,whereho = 30 m andAvh= 0.1 cm2 s-•.

fromthemodelaredenoted
by (• - })m. Theweightfactor
W•, is constant.

3.3.

Prognostic Model With Data Assimilation

7.

12 fs W}(}, - •)2 dS,which
•m=l
issimilar
to compo-

The assimilationproblem is to find a solutionto the modi- nent 2 but for long-term mean sea level. Mean sea surface
fied Welander[1959] equationsthat minimizesthe following topographymeasuredby the TOPEX/Poseidon altimeter is

denoted
by}*; thecorresponding
meantopography
fromthe

cost function:

modelisdenoted
by}. Theweight
factorW• isconstant.
J - Jobs
q-Jreg,
whereJobsis proportionalto the weightedmean squarediffer-

We have assumedthat the W matricesabove are diagonal.
The reciprocalsof its diagonalelementscan be interpretedas
variances

of the difference

between

observations

and the true

encebetween
observations
andpredictions
andJregismadeup modelprediction.In general,we assumedthat thesevariances
of regularizationterms.
are due to observationand model error and approximated
Jobsis made up of the followingsevencomponents.
2 d. Note that for some variables we have
themby rr,• + rrmo
i ß • m=l
12 fV Wp(g)(t9*m - hm)2dv: Theobserved
density sufficientinformation to allow W to vary with location and
for month rn and the correspondingmodel prediction are time(e.g.,WpandWu). For dynamic
heightweuseda weight-

denotedbyp*• andbm, respectively.
The summation
isoverall

ingW•-1/2of 15cmin accord
withtheassumed
errorlevels
in

monthsof the year, and the integral is over the whole model

the Levituset al. [1994a, 1994b]and Levimsand Boyer[1994]
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data and uncertaintyin the magnitudeof large-scalecurrents

at 1000m (whichwe assumed
to be 5 cms-•).
Thesecond
groupin thecostfunction
Jregismadeupof the
followingsixregularizationterms.

1. Term1,.[vPo(z)(Pr - /90)
2 dv, penalizes
differences

•

between
theinitialdensity
fieldpoandthedensity
at theendof
1 year'sintegration,
pt. It enforces
periodicity
asa weakcon-

distribution

of the

20

o
-2O

2. Term 2, fs •kL=l RB(k)(Aak)2 ds, penalizessmallin the horizontal

w

o

straint.The strengthof the regularizationterm changeswith
depth.
scale features

illIllliIili
ITTlllIlI"IlI

4O

surface

buoyancyflux.Here A denotesthe Laplacianoperator,andak
is the kth Fourier amplitudeof the surfacebuoyancyflux at a
givenlocation.The strengthof thisregularizationterm changes
with Fourier componentk.
3. Term3,.[s •k=l
L R,(k)(Aa•) 2 ds, is the sameasterm
2 but for wind stress.

-4O

J

FM^MJ

J

ASONDJ

Figure 5. Transportthroughthe model boundariesaccording to the dynamicalmethod and the model run without data
assimilation. The squares show estimates for the western
boundarytransportbasedon the surface-referenced
dynamical
method.

The vertical

lines show their

standard

errors.

The

4. Term4, fs •k=l
• Rg(k)(Aa•)2 ds,isthesameasterm remaininglinesshowtransportsestimatedin experimentA0.
2 but for sea level.

The shaded area shows the standard

error for the estimated

5. Term 5, .[v Zm=
•2 1Rp(z)(A•m)
2 dv, is similarto term verticaltransportthroughthe bottom boundary.
2 butfor density.TheweightfactorRpis a functionof depth.

6. Term6, J's•212 Ru(A•lm)2 ds isthesameasterm2
butforthemonthly
depthmeanflowfjm.Theweight
factorR,

4.

Estimated

State of the North

Atlantic

is constant.

We now describeresultsfrom the dynamicalmethod and the
Setting the regularization weighting is difficult and deprognosticmodel integratedwith and without data assimilapended,in part, on previousmodelrunsto assess
the likelysize tion. To assessthe fit of the model, we introduce two more

of squaredLaplacians.
To specify
Pp, we estimated
the vari-

abilityof the densityfield at timescales
longerthan a yearfrom
the long-termtrendsof surfacetemperatureand salinityin the
studyarea region [Levituset al., 1994b;A. Clarke, personal
communication,1996]. Typical changesin temperature and
salinityover the last severaldecadeshave been about 0.05øC
and 0.003 psu per year, respectively.This leads us to take

standard deviations.

The standard

deviation

of the difference

in the monthlyobservations
andthe corresponding
modelprediction is denoted by rrma. The standard deviation of our

estimateof the oceanstateis denotedby rrp.It is obtained
from the shape of the cost function in the vicinity of the

minimum.
To obtainanexplicitexpression
for rrp,consider
the

simplestcaseof a linear model that mapsthe controlsC onto
the model stateX, X = •C. The dynamicmethod fits into this
The discretized
form of the governingequations(3)-(6) and category.Let Y denote the observationvector. It is related to
their boundaryconditions(7)-(14) are appliedas strongcon- the true oceanstateby Y = ,•/C + •, where • is a random error
straintson the large-scalefieldsof p, p, u, and w. The state with zero mean and covariance5;. The generalized least
vectorX is made up of the griddedvaluesof thesefour fields squares
estimate
for C is (,•/'•-•,•/)-•,•/'•-•Y, andthe estiat all model time steps.The number of grid positionsfor p, matefor the true oceanstateis •(•'E-•)-•'•-•Y.
This
p, u, and w is 11,430. The model takes 84 time stepsduring estimator
hascovariance
5;p- •/(• '5;- ••) - •• '. Priorto
a 1 year integration, and so,the length of X is 11,430 x 84 = the regression,confidenceintervalsfor C would be based on
960,120.To integratethe model, it is necessaryto specifythe the diagonalelementsof E. After the regression
the confidence
gridded density field at t - 0 and the amplitudes of the intervalsare based on the (generallysmaller) diagonal eleFourier componentsdefining-r,B, •, Pe,and Pt•on the open mentsof 5;p.The diagonal
elements
of Ep are sometimes
boundaries.The controlvector C is made up of the gridded referred
to asposterior
errorvariances
(o-p2).
Confidence
ininitial densityfield and the amplitudesof the Fourier com- tervalbasedon the posteriorvariancesare sometimes
referred
ponents.The maximum length of C, correspondingto the to as posteriorconfidenceintervals.Theseideasgeneralizein
maximum L = 7 used the present study (see (1)), was a fairly straightforwardway to nonlinear models and were
14,007. The total number of data points, including the "bo- recentlyimplementedin practiceby Gunsonand Malanottegusdata" [see Thacker,1988] from the regularizationterms, Rizzoli[1996] and Yaremchuket al. [1998].
is 91,767. Consequently,there are 91,767/14,007 --- 6.5 data
points per control variable on average and the underlying 4.1. Dynamic Method
nonlinear regressionproblem of estimatingC can be conThe dynamicmethodwith the referencesurfaceflow set by
sideredwell posedif we assumethat the data are dynami- TOPEX/Poseidon data gives a mean transportthrough the
cally independent.
westernboundaryof 43 Sv (Figure5). The compensating
outThe first guessfor the oceanstatewas obtainedby integrat- flowsthroughthe north, south,and eastboundariesare 11, 8,
ing the model for 1 year, initializedby the observedJanuary and 23 Sv. We will summarizethese transportsin the form
densityfield and with first guessesfor all model parameters (43W, 11N, 8S, 23E). The error barson the annualmeansare
and boundaryconditions.The first-guessboundaryconditions a few sverdrups,
certainlymuchlessthanthe errorsbarson the
were obtaineddirectlyfrom the observations.The costfunc- monthlyestimates,whichare of order 15 Sv (Figure 5). The
tion was minimized iteratively using the so-called adjoint main contributorto the uncertaintyin the estimatescan be
tracedbackto the prior error variancesof the altimeterdata.
method[e.g.,Le Dimet and Talagrand,1986].

p•-•/2= 2 x 10-5 g cm-3 yr-•.
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Figure 6. Annual mean geostrophicvelocity and densityat 400 m. Computed using (a) the surfacereferenceddynamicalmethodand (b) the prognosticmodelwithoutdata assimilation,experimentA0.
Dietrichet al.'s [1975]classicschemeof the circulationof the
top 1000 m of the North Atlantic can be summarizedfor our
domain as follows:(39W, 15N, 10S, 14E). We estimatethe
error bars to be between 5 and 8 Sv. Dietrich et al.'s [1975]
values are quite close to those predicted by the surfacereferenceddynamicmethod.If we assumea level of no motion
at 1000 m, the correspondingtransportpredictionsfrom the
dynamicmethodare (23W, 8N, 5S, 10E). Theseare considerably weaker than the other two estimates,pointing to the
importanceof allowingfor horizontalflowsat 1000 m depth.
Net verticaltransportthroughthe bottomboundaryis downward at rates of 2.2 and 1.3 Sv for the dynamicmethod based
on a surface reference and a level of no motion at 1000 m,

respectively.Both estimatesare in reasonableagreementwith
the climatologicalmeanverticalvelocitypresentedbyArhan et
al. [1989]. They also agree in sign with the North Atlantic
inversionpatternof Martel and Wunsch[1993],who obtaineda
net downwellingof about 1 Sv at 1100 dbar.

Although the velocityfieldsfrom experimentA0 are more
closelyalignedwith isopycnalsthan are resultsfrom the dynamicmethod(compareFigures5a and 6b), this experiment
fails in other respects.For example it fails to capture the
seasonalvariationof densityover the top 400 m, in particular,

the pronouncedminimumin late summer(Figure 2). The
model also givesa densityfield that moveswell beyondthe
error barsof the densitydata (rrd) after a coupleof monthsof
model integration.(See the thin lines in Figure 7a without
shading.)Given the deficienciesof experimentA0, we now
move to a data assimilative form of our circulation model in

which the initial conditionsand boundaryconditionsare systematicallyadjustedto bring the model predictionsin line with
the observations.

4.3.

Prognostic Model With Data Assimilation

We will nowfocuson experimentA1 (Table 2). A meanand
annual cyclewere used to describethe temporal variation of
the controls(L - 3 in (1)), and instabilitiesin the water
4.2. Prognostic Model Without Data Assimilation
columnwere removedusingconventionalhydrostaticadjustThe velocityfield calculatedusingthe dynamicalmethod is ment. Additional information includingparameter settingsis
inconsistentwith the densityfield in that the diapycnalflow is given in Table 2.
unrealisticallylarge (note large angles between the density
4.3.1. Volume transports. The annual mean transport
contoursand inflowvelocityvectorsin Figure6a). One way to throughthe westernboundaryis 51.4 _+2.6 Sv (Figure 8). It is
overcomethis deficiencyis to run the prognosticmodel with compensatedby outflowsof 16.2 _+1.8, 5.2 _+2.4, and 28.2 _+
the initialconditions
andboundary
conditions
estimated
di- 1.9 Sv throughthe north, south,and eastboundaries,respectively.Thesetransportsare about20% larger than the results
rectlyfrom the observations
(experimentA0, Table 1).
dynamicalmethod for all boundaries
Horizontal transportsare not stronglyaffected by allowing of the surface-referenced
the densityfield to evolve with the flow. The reasonis that exceptthe south.This is consistentwith more recent studies
thesetransportsare determinedprimarilyby the lateralbound- [Krausset al., 1987;Sy, 1988],whichfind more intenseeasterly
ary data, which are held fixed. On the other hand, transport currentsand no permanentrecirculatorybranchto the south.
acrossthe lower boundarydoesdependon the interior density
Experiment A1 is in reasonableagreementwith a recent
field (Figure 5). The prognosticrun predictsconvergenthori- estimateof the transport through a standardmeridional seczontal motion throughoutthe year, leadingto an annualmean tion alongapproximately
27øWbetween40øand52øN[Syet al.,
transport through the bottom boundary of 2.2 Sv. The maxi- 1992]. Mostly on the basisof hydrographicaldata, Sy et al.
mum verticaltransportis predictedfor fall; however,this sea- calculatea transportof 30 _+9 Sv, closeto the predictionof
sonalvariationcannotbe regardedas statistically
significant 36 _+4.5 Sv from experimentA1.
The seasonalrangein transportthroughthe westernboundgiven the size of the error bars in Figure 5, which grow with
time.
ary is 19 Sv with extremalvaluesof 61 _+5.1 and 42 __+
5.3 Sv
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Figure 7. Comparisonof observedand predicted densityat variouslevels: (a) experimentA1 and (b)
experimentB3. The symbolsshow the monthly means of observeddensity averagedacrossthe domain at
depthsof 30, 100, and 400 m and over the top 1000 m. The vertical lines showthe standarderrors.The thin
linesare predictionsfrom experimentA0 (no data assimilation).
The thickerlinesin Figures7a and 7b refer
to experimentA1 and experimentB3, respectively.The shadedareasaround the curvesshowthe standard
error of the estimatefrom experimentA1.
in May and November,respectively
(Figure 8). Approximately
80% of this 19 Svseasonalvariationcanbe balancedby outflow
through the southernboundary.The predicted autumnal inflow through the southernboundarycannotbe consideredreliablegivenits standarderrors(seeshadedareasof Figure 8a).
The easternoutflow rangesbetween32 + 4 and 25 + 3.9 Sv
from April to October.This seasonalvariationcan be balanced
by outflow throughthe northern boundary,which reachesex-

tremal
values
of22.5+ 3.6and10+ 3.7Svin September
and
February, respectively.
Seasonalvariabilityof the North Atlantic Current is not well
described

in the literature.

There

is an indication

in the work

of Baryshevskaya
[1985], basedon repeatedhydrologicalsections, that the NAC transportis strongerin summer than in
fall. However,thesetransportsshouldbe interpretedreally as
circulationsnapshots
rather than as climatologicalmeans.
The annualmean transportthroughthe bottom boundaryis
downwardat a rate of 1.8 _+0.4 Sv (Figure 8a). Downwelling
prevailsfrom April through November,with a maximum of
3.8 + 0.7 Sv in July.Upwellingis predictedfor the rest of the
year, althoughthe standarderror on this predictionsuggests
that the upwellingis not significantlydifferent from zero. The
mean downwellingis in reasonableagreementwith resultsof
Arhan [1990]and the inversecalculationof Martel and Wunsch

[1993], which gives downwellingof -1 Sv at the 1100 dbar
level. On average,only 30% of the verticaltransportis due to
Ekman pumping.The rest is causedby large-scaleflow convergencesdue to the/3 effect.
4.3.2. Density. Density variations from experiment A1
match the observationsmore closelythan do variationsfrom
experimentA0 (Figure 7). The asymmetryin the seasonalcycle
is the result of convection,which deepensthe upper mixed
layer to 100 m in winter. Overall, the error bars of the observationsand model estimatesoverlap.The main exceptionsare
found in Septemberat 30 m and in Novemberat 100 m. These
discrepanciescan be reduced, but not eliminated, by better
temporalresolution(higherL) of the boundaryforcing(Figure 7). Even with the better resolution,the model fails to
capturethe abrupttransitionof upper layer densitywhen heating switchesto cooling.During this transitionthe stratification
is still stable,and so,the discrepancy
is probablynot due to the
convectionscheme.We attribute the discrepancyto the fact
that we havenot explicitlyallowedfor the strongerwind-driven
turbulent mixing at this time of year.
The standarderrors of the estimateddensityare about 2025% that of o-d (Figure 9). However,the ratio growswith time
to the point that it is 35-40% that of o-a by the end of the year.
This error growth reflects the limited controllability of the
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Figure 8. Volume transportthrough the open boundariesof the domain: (a) experimentA1 and (b)
experimentB3. CurveslabeledW, E, S, N, and B refer to the west,east,south,north, and bottom boundaries,
respectively.The shadedareasin the left panel showthe standarderrorsof the estimate.
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Figure 9. Standarddeviationof densityas a functionof depth:(a) experimentA1 and (b) experimentB3.
The solid curveslabeled 1 show (robs,the standarddeviation of the observationsobtainedby averaging
horizontallyat the depthspecifiedover 1 year.The solidcurveslabeled2 showcrd, the standarderror of the
observations.Curves1 and 2 are the samein both Figures9a and 9b. The dashedlines labeled3 and 4 show
Crmo
d, the standarddeviationof the error in representing
the observations
by a bestfittingmeanand annual
cycle,and erred,the standarddeviationof the differencebetweenthe model solutionand observations,
respectively.
The dottedcurvelabeled5 showsthe standarddeviationof the annualbuoyancytrend,or_ _,

obtained
byaveraging
horizontally
themean
square
difference
between
density
atthebeginning
ande•f
the 1 year integration.

modelby the initial conditionsand boundaryconditions.One
sourceof the error growthis probablythe lossof information
duringconvectiveadjustment(see AppendixesA and B), but
other sourcesrelated to the strongnonlinearityof the model
mayalsobe important.Figure9 alsosuggests
thatwe mayhave

recordsranged from 1 (cluster C at 350 m) to 4.34 years

underestimated

rents at 350 m is reasonable at locations A, B, and D, with the

the standard error of the observed densities at

1000m by a factor of 1.5. Even with a temporalresolutionof
2 months(L = 7), we find that O'mo
d and (Tmdexceedera.
Short-periodvariations,which cannot be modeledby the
presentsystemof equations,maybe affectingthe climatological densityobservations
and shouldbe treatedasan additional

(cluster
A at 350m).Theerrorbarsareabout4 cms-•, more
than a factor of 10 larger than the standard errors on the
annualmean from experimentA1.
The agreementbetween the observedand estimatedcurestimated mean flow falling inside the confidenceregions
around

the mean of the observations.

Given

the size of the

error bars, all that the observationsreally tell us is that the

overallflow is eastwardat speedof about5 cm s-•. The

agreementat locationC is poor, but we note that the mean of
the observations
at thislocationis anomalouscomparedto the
The annual trend of density,measuredby the standardde- other observations.
It would appearthat averagingover 1 year
viation of its changeover the integrationinterval of 1 year isnot enoughto obtaina goodestimateof the meanflowin this
s
(O'p(r)_p(0)),
iscomparable
to itspriorerrorestimate
of 2 x region.(The observedflowat locationC wasexcludedfrom the
10-s g cm-3 yr-• (Table1). It is clearfromFigure9 (curves analysispresentedby Arhan et al. [1989].) The observedand
source of observational

noise.

s - 0(o) doesnot dependstrongly
on the
labeled5) that cro(r)

estimated mean flow at 600 m is weaker than the flow at 350 m

temporalresolutionof boundaryforcing.It is also relatively
constant.The spatiallyaveragedvalueof 9(T) - 9(0) changes
from positivein the upper100m, to negativebetween100and
350 m, and then to positivefrom 350 to almost600 m. Below
700 m the trend is small,probablybecausethe lowerboundary
of the model at 1000 m has strictlyperiodicboundarycondi-

witha speed
of about3 cms-•. Although
theestimated
means

tions.The net annualtrendof densityfieldis <10-s g cm-3
yr-z andcanbe considered
negligible.

almostfall within the confidenceregionsaround the observed
meanswe note, but cannot explain,a directionbias with the
observedflow havinga strongersouthwardcomponent.
Bra'gge[1995]hasmappedthe meanNorth Atlantic circulation on the basisof ---200driftingbuoytrajectoriesdroguedat
100m anddeployedin the Gulf Streamregionoverthe period

1981-1989(Figure 11). Velocitieswere calculatedfrom the
trajectoriesand averagedin 3ø x 2øbins.The typicalnumber
per bin in the presentstudyregionis about200
600m is nearlyparallelto the isopycnals
(Figure10). The flow of observations
per bin is not
alsoshowsa slightclockwiserotationwith depthin agreement buoydays.However,the numberof observations
with the signof the/3 spiralin the subpolargyre[Stommeland uniform; it variesfrom a maximumof about 300 buoy daysin
Schott,1977]. The standarderrors on theseannualmean ve- the southwestcornerto almostzero alongthe northernboundlocities are about 0.2-0.3 cm s-z.
ary. Brit'gge[1995] assumeda relativelylow error standard
The open arrowsin Figure 10 are velocitiesobtainedby deviation of 1 cm s-• for the mean bin velocities. It is hard to
averagingover clustersof long-term current meter measure- rely on this error estimatebecause,as we sawfor the current
ments[Arhanet al., 1989].Error barsfor thesemeanvelocities meter data set describedbyArhan et al. [1989], even a 4 year
were calculatedusingthe varianceand decorrelationtime of averagingintervalis barely sufficientto providea reasonable
the observedvelocities.(The decorrelationtime wasestimated estimateof the mean giventhe strongmesoscalevariabilityin
to be 10 days[Arhanet al., 1989].) The lengthof the current this region.
4.3.3. Currents. The annual mean velocity at 350 and
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Figure 10. Annual mean velocityand densityfrom experimentA1 and current meter observationsfrom
Arhan et al. [1989]for (a) 350 and(b) 600m depth.The crosses
at the endof the observedcurrentvectorsshow
the error bars calculatedbyArhan et al. [1989].

do not exceed10-20% of their amplitudes,whichallowsus to
identify them as reliable.
4.3.4. Surfaceforcing. The sea level field predictedby
experimentA1 has the samemeridionaldrop as the TOPEX/
Poseidonobservations
(Figure 12). However,the predictedsea
level hasa sharpermeridionalgradientnorth of 45øNthan the
observations,suggestinga transition between a well-defined
NAC and a more southerlyregionwith weak mean flow. This
is in agreementwith the worksof Sy [1988],Arhan [1990],and
Sy et al. [1992] that indicate no permanentbranchesof the
NAC systemsouthof 45øN.This current intensificationwas a
persistentfeature in all of our experimentsexceptthosewith
Standard errors of the horizontal and vertical velocities essteadyboundaryconditionsor without parameterizationof the
timatedby experiment
A1 rangebetween
0.2-0.3cms-• and upper mixed layer.
7-15 m yr-•, respectively.
Errorbarsfor horizontal
velocities The observedand estimatedwind stressfields are in good

The annualmeanvelocityat 100 m from experimentA1 has
one feature in common with the observedmap of Briigge
[1995]: weak and randomlyoriented currentssouth of 45øN
(Figure 11). North to 45øN,the directionsof the two patterns
agreereasonablywell, with almostzonalflow in the areawhere
NAC enters the region to about 30øW. Farther east, we can
identify a branchassociatedwith the subarcticfront that turns
to the northeast(north of 50øN). The observedspeedsare
about 50% higherthan the predictionsfrom experimentA1.
The discrepancyis strongestnear the inflow region and the
northeastbranch. The discrepancymay be due to the heavy
smoothingusedto producethe Levitusclimatology.

50

50

45

45

30

24

10 crn/s

Figure 11. Annual meanvelocityand densityat 100 m from (a) experimentA1 and (b) the mean (nondivergent)velocityderivedfrom driftingbuoysby Bragge[1995].
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Figure12. Estimated
surface
conditions
fromexperiment
Ai: (a) sealevelin cm,(b) windstress,
and(c)
buoyancy
fluxesin 10-8 g cm2 s-•.
agreement(Figure12). Differencesgenerallydo not exceed forcing.For example,experimentB2 allowsfor annualand
semiannual
components
(L = 5). ExperimentsC1-C4 examine the effect of changingthe horizontal(At) and vertical
observations
(Table 1).
Experiments
E1 andE2 examinethe effect
The surfacebuoyancyfluxespredictedby experimentA1 (Avo) diffusivity.
the typeof convective
parameterization.
Experidifferfrom observations
in a coupleof ways(Figure12). First, of changing
the fall-wintersurfacecoolingassociated
with NAC extends ment E1 is an extreme case in which convection is turned off in
farthereastin thepredictions.
Second,
thepredictedbuoyancy the model.
fluxismorespatially
uniformthantheobservations
in summer.
5.1. Temporal Resolutionof BoundaryForcing
In particular,
the hintof a buoyancy
fluxanomalyassociated
In experiment
B1 the temporalvariabilityin the boundary
with advectionof warmsurfacewaterby NAC is evidentin the
forcing
is
suppressed
(L = 1). Not surprisingly,
the modelsummerobservations
but not in the optimal state.
noiselevelsof the
Standarderrorsof the estimatedatmosphericforcingand data misfitsgenerallyexceedthe assumed
(Table3). Steadyforcingalso
sealevelaregivenin Table1. Encouragingly,
the discrepancies monthlymeansof observations
meansurfacebuoyancy
fluxes(i.e.,
betweenmodelanddata(measured
by O'md
) are smallerthan, tendsto producenegative
heatingthroughthe surface).Marotzkeand Wunsch
or closeto, errorsin representing
the data by a mean and excessive
etal. [1995]obtained
similarresults
in their
annualcycle(O'mod).
Exceptions
are the surfacebuoyancy
flux [1993]andNechaev
andseasurface
elevation.
Overall,theposteriorerrorsO-pfor attemptto modelthesteadystateNorthAtlanticusingsimilar
Finally,the suppression
of the seasonal
changes
in
densityare2-4 timessmallerthanthepriorerroro'a.Overall, equations.
thesefiguresindicatethat our modelis consistent
with the boundaryforcinghasa significanteffecton the meantransport
it dropsfrom51to 41 Sv(Table
assumptions
aboutthe statistics
of measured
buoyancy,
wind throughthewesternboundary:
0.15 cm2 s-2 and are well within the standard error of the

4).

stress,and sea level.

Higher temporalresolutionof the controlsgenerallypro5.

Robustness of the Assimilation

Solution

ducesbetterfitsof the modelto the observations
(Table 3). For

example,Figure7b shows
the resultof increasing
L from3 to
7 (experiment
B3;seeTable2). The modelerrorO'mo
d is now
changes
in theunderlying
dynamics
andthe parameters
in the generallysmallerthan o-a, and O'mdis reduced.Overall,the
A1, B2,andB3 arequalitatively
similar.To
costfunction.The numericalexperiments
discussed
in the rest resultsexperiments
We nowexaminethe sensitivity
of the assimilation
resultsto

of thissectionare listedin Table 2. ExperimentsB1-B3 exam- illustrate we summarizethe volume and buoyancytransports
of themodeldomainin Table4.
ine the sensitivity
to the temporalresolutionof the boundary throughthewesternboundary
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Table 3. Effect of Temporal Resolutionof the BoundaryForcing on O'md
, the StandardDeviation of the
Difference Betweenthe Monthly Observationsand Model Predictions
Density, p

Experiment
B1
A1
B2
B3

La

30 m

100 m

400 m

1000 m

B

•

1
3
5
7

40.
8.7
6.5
5.9

10.
5.5
4.6
4.5

3.1
2.5
2.3
2.2

1.5
1.4
1.2
1.0

54.
14.
17.
16.

6.7
7.1
7.6
8.0

•-

Ap

0.44
0.35
0.25
0.22

2.0
1.2
1.2
1.0

aL is the numberof termsin the Fourier representationof the boundaryforcing.Otherwisedefinitionsand unitsare the
same as in Table

1.

The transportsfrom B2 and B3 fall within the standarderrors eterization of diffusionin experimentA1 underestimatesthe
of the estimatefrom experimentA1. Considernow the vertical turbulentbuoyancyfluxesby an order of magnitudeand that
structureof the densityerrors from experimentA1 in more thesefluxesthat are requiredto balancethe buoyancybudget
detail. Figure 9a showsthat O'mo
d exceedso-d for depthsabove are compensated
in experimentA1 by an additional(bolus)
200 and below 700 m. This results from the relatively low velocityfield. The comparisonof experimentsA1 and C3 sugtemporalresolutionof the boundaryforcing(L -- 3) usedin geststhat if turbulentbuoyancyfluxesare 10 timeshigher,the
experimentA1.
volume transportsshouldbe --•30% smaller.This 30% differencein volumetransportscouldbe attributedto the impactof
5.2.
Diffusion
Coefficients
bolusvelocitytransports.
The region under considerationis characterizedby high
Assuminga typicalgeostrophicturbulentlengthscaleof l levels of eddy kinetic energy that are expected to affect 20 km andeddykineticenergyof E --• 200 cm2 s-2 [Briigge,
stronglythe large-scalecirculation.Eddy effectsin the model 1995]gives
aneddydiffusivity
ofA1 "• lX/• ---28 x 106 cm2
havebeen parameterizedby harmonicdiffusion.We recognize s-1. The lowervalueof 20 x 106 cm2 s-1 usedin experiment
that the application of such a simple parameterization to A1 is a compromisebetweenthe inadequacyin our geostrophic
geostrophicturbulenceis uncertain.
turbulenceparameterizationand resultsfrom the abovesimWe varied the horizontaldiffusivitycoefficientA• between2 ple-scaleanalysis.As we have shownin experimentsA1 and

and40 x 106 cm2 s-1 in experiments
C1-C3.Experiment
A1, C1-C3,valuesofA1largerthan20 x 106cm2s-1 beginto have
thebaserun,hada diffusivity
of 20 x 106 cm2 s-1. Overthe an effect on the circulation.This effect may be inconsistent
range2 to 10 x 106 cm2 s-1 theoptimalstatedidnot change with physicalreality becauseof the inadequacyof the paramsignificantly
withA l. However,asA • increasedfrom 10 to 40 x

through the westernboundarydropped by --•10%. Simultaneously,the easternoutflowtransportgrew, and the northern

eterizationscheme[e.g., Tai and White, 1990;Briigge,1995].
For experimentC4 we doubledthe vertical diffusivityused
in experimentA1. The only changein the ocean state was a
slight(10%) weakeningof the easternoutflowin favor of the

and southern

southern outflow.

106 cm2 s-1, the annualmeantransport
andbuoyancy
fluxes
outflows

weakened.

The

increased

horizontal

diffusiveflux of relativelydensewater into the model domain
with higherA• is partiallycompensated
by strongeradvective
lossthroughthe bottom boundary.
It is possiblethat eddy transportsof buoyancyare more
efficient than the diffusivefluxes obtained by conventional
parameterizationusedin experimentC3. It is alsopossiblethat
turbulent buoyancyfluxesare proportional to the large-scale
buoyancyfieldinsteadof its gradient.If thisis the case,optimal
velocityfieldsobtainedfrom buoyancyconservation
may contain a component(the so-calledbolus velocity [Gent et al.,
1995]) parameterizingthe correspondingReynoldsfluxesin
the large-scalebuoyancybalance.Comparisonof experiments
A1 and C1-C3 providesa sensitivityestimate to the rate of
buoyancydiffusion.It may also give a very rough idea of the
amplitudeof the bolusvelocity.Let us assumethat the param-

This redistribution

is associated with a small

(3ø) northward shift of the entire circulationpattern. The
southernoutflowgrowsto 18 Svin March (comparedto 14.5Sv
in experimentA1), but the amplitudeof the seasonalchanges
remainsunchanged.
5.3.

ConvectiveAdjustment

Two upper mixed layer parameterizations,namely,conventional hydrostaticadjustment(experimentA1) and nonlinear
verticaldiffusion(experimentE2), are now comparedagainst
a run without convectiveadjustment(experimentEl). Experiment E2 producesa circulationpattern that is qualitatively
similar to that of experimentA1. The main disadvantages
of
the nonlinear diffusionparameterizationused in experiment
E2 are that it leadsto a poorer (by about20%) fit to the upper
oceandensitydata and can allow unstabledensityprofiles.

Table 4. Effect of Temporal Resolutionof the BoundaryForcingon the TransportsThrough the
Western Boundaryof the Model Domaina
Experiment
B1
A1
B2
B3

L

Annual

Winter

1
3
5
7

41.0
51.4 + 2.6
52.8
53.3

53.7 + 4.1
53.5
50.3

aTransportsare in sverdrups.

Spring
60.1 __+4.1
58.8
60.6

Summer
49.2 _+ 3.8
54.4
57.7

Fall
42.8 +_ 3.7
44.6
44.4
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The nonconvectivesolutionfrom experimentE1 doesnot lie

topographyor direct model integrationwith "climatological"
boundaryconditions)producemoreindefiniteresultsowingto
ceedsthe confidencelimits of both the densityand the surface statisticaland/ordynamicalinconsistency
of thesealgorithms.
buoyancyflux data.The circulationpatternobtainedfrom this
Someof the more quantitativeconclusions
of the present
experiment does not agree with the other experiments.In studyare as follows.
particular,the westerninflow reachesa maximumof 60 Sv in
1. Assuminga level of no motion at 1000 m in the study
January,which is compensatedmainlyby outflowthroughthe areais incorrect,leadingto a significantunderestimation
of the
southernboundary(55 Sv).
transport.For example,the NAC transportacross40øWis 23
To summarize this section, we conclude that model is robust Sv;usingTOPEX/Poseidondata to fix the velocityat a surface
to moderate variations in the means and variances of the obreferencelevel givesa transportof 43 Sv, a value much closer
servations.
We alsoshowedthe importanceof (1) resolvingthe to the generallyacceptedrate.
annualcycleof the forcingand (2) parameterizingthe winter
2. The traditional dynamicmethod givesflow fields that
convection.Ignoring thesefeaturesleads to qualitativelydif- are inconsistent
with the Levims [1994a, 1994b] and Levims
ferent oceanicstatesresultingfrom assimilationof the same and Boyer[1994]climatology.
data set.
3. The volumetransportof the upper 1000m of the North

within

the error

bars of the data. The

model-data

misfit

ex-

Atlantic

6.

across 40øW between

40 ø and 55øN is 51 + 3

Sv.Thistransportis subjectto seasonal
changes
with a rangeof
19 Sv;the maximumtransportof 61 _+5 Svis in April-May and

Discussion

A dynamicallyconsistentestimateof the large-scalecirculation of the open North Atlantic hasbeen obtainedby combining a variety of climatologicaldata sets.The combinationof
simplified dynamicsand a relatively large amount of data
(43,000data points)led to an inversionproblemthat is rather
well conditionedapart from somelossof controllabilityassociated with winter

Current

convection.

The choiceof a model domainwith all boundariesopenhas
one important advantageover modelswith coastlines:it was
not necessary
to modelthe complicatedboundarylayerdynamics.This is importantfrom an assimilationperspectivebecause
an accuraterepresentationof the boundarylayer would require a higher-resolutionmodel than the one used in the
presentstudy.This, in turn, would lead to a reductionin the
ratio of data points to controls and a deterioration in the
conditioningof the inversionproblem.The simplifieddynamicsusedin thisstudyapplyto a relativelynarrowspectralband
of motions(300-1000 km and 30-300 days),whichare driven
mainly by the open boundaryforcing. In this senseour results
are diagnosticin character;with the presentmodel it is not
possibleto identifyunambiguously
the physicaloriginof much
of the variabilityin the gyre-scaledynamics.
The relativelylow dimensionof the controlspaceenabledus
to perform a fairly completeposteriorerror analysis.This type
of analysisis rarely seen in the literature on variational data
assimilation.As well as allowingus to constructerror barsfor
the estimated state, this analysisallowed us to examine the

the minimum

of 42 + 3 in October-November.

4. The westerninflowis compensated
by annualmeanoutflowsof 28 +__
2 (east),16 + 2 (north), and5 +_2 Sv(south)and
downwellingof 1.8 + 0.4 Sv. The southernoutflow has the
largestseasonal
variability,rangingfrom 14 Svin March-April
to -4 Sv in September-October.Upwellingthroughthe bottom boundaryis the least certain.
5. Horizontal advectionis the major contributor to the
local buoyancybudget: the excessof relatively light water

(10.9+ 1.5ktons-•) brought
fromthewestiscompensated
by
northern(7.7 + 1.9), eastern(5.3 _+1.3), and southern(1.4 _+_
1.1) outflows.The net imbalanceof the horizontaladvective

fluxes(-0.7 ktons-•) is balanced
primarilyby annualmean
atmospheric
cooling(1.7 kton s-•) and verticaladvection
throughthebottomboundary
(-1.1 ktons-•). Lateralbuoy-

ancy diffusionplay a minor role. The horizontal advective
divergenceis especiallypronouncedin late summerand beginningof fall; it explains40-50% of the temporalchangesin the
net buoyancycontent.
6. Nonlinear effects are important in interpolatingand
smoothingthe climatologicaldata. With steadyboundaryconditionsthe annualmean transportsare 15-25% smallerthan
the transportsobtainedwith periodicforcing.Winter convection is alsoshownto play a significantrole in settingthe overall
circulationpattern.
The volume transportsgiven above are generally10-20%
larger than the valuesquoted in the literature. We attribute
multivariate covariance structure of the estimated state and its
this to the fact that our model includesa prognosticdensity
forcing(seeAppendixB). The considerationof the posterior conservationconstraint.The dynamicalsystemcompensates
crosscorrelationsbetweenthe key characteristics
of the opti- for the excessof negativebuoyancyinput from atmosphere
mal state (Appendix B) supported the governingrole of througha divergenceof the horizontaltransport,therebyadboundarytransportsin the seasonalvariationof the circulation justingthe geostrophic
velocityfield. We suggestthat thiscorin the region.
rection may reflect the impact of the ReynoldsfluxesdiverThe study has been focusedon obtaining statisticallyand gences,which may be implicitlypresentin the time seriesof
dynamicallyconsistentestimatesof the transportsand fluxes Levims[1994a,1994b]and Levimsand Boyer[1994] data and
associatedwith the NAC and their seasonalvariability. By which are hardlycapturedby "standard"data analysisunderutilizing a 4-D variational approachwe have obtained new lying most of the independenttransportestimatesknown in
estimatesof the net horizontal and vertical transportsand literature.On the other hand, it is noteworthythat the drifter
buoyancyfluxes,which were suppliedby rigid error bars de- data analyzedby B•gge [1995]indicatelarger transportsthan
rived from dynamicallyconsistenterror analysisof the opti- earlier estimates and are thus more in accord with our results.
mizedstate.Theseestimatesare free of ad hocassumptions
on Note that the higher transportsemergeonly when the model
the horizontal structure of level of no motion and cannot be
stateis optimizedin its time-dependent,nonlinearmode (Taobtainedfrom the purely statisticalanalysisof the data. It has ble 4). In contrastto the steadystate, where the buoyancy
been also shownthat traditional schemesof data processing balancecan be achievedat low transportsand relativelyhigh
(like the dynamicalmethod referred to observedsea surface ratesof nonadiabaticprocesses,
the time-dependentmodeim-
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posesdirectconstraints
on the magnitudeof thevelocity:water
with different hydrodynamicpropertiescannotbe formed insidethe model domainbut mustbe advectedthroughits open
boundaries.Thus the temporalderivativesof the densityfield
combinedwith its characteristic
spatialgradientsprescribethe
transportsrequiredto achievethe advectivebuoyancybalance
by geostrophicvelocities.
The annualmeanbuoyancyflux predictedin experimentA1
has a persistentlarge-scalebias with respectto the observa-
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Second-Order

Finite

Difference

Approximation

The condition
(Sz)2/l• >> At impliesthatthecorresponding Courant-Friedrichs-Lewynumber is much larger than
unity. Sincewe usedan implicit schemefor verticalprocesses,

themajorerrorin theapproximation
of fI isdueto linearization within a singletime step At. The impact of this error is
negligiblewhendensityinversionsare weak;that is, theydo not
generate secondaryinversionsafter adjustmentwithin the

tionsof about10-7 g cm-2 s-•. One of the reasons
for that rangeof z for which0zp > 0. We tooktx = 0.04m2 s-•.

maybe attributedto isobaricinterpolationunderlyingthe LeviA2. Finite Difference ConvectiveAdjustment
tus [1994a, 1994b] and Levitusand Boyer [1994] climatology.
To avoid the linearization error mentioned above, the inteHorizontal averagingof the T/S propertiesof the migrating
gration
of •0t -- l•[(•O)wasrepresented
in theform
fronts of the upper layer may producespuriouswater masses
N(p)
and bias the vertical gradientsin the density field, causing
inconsistency
with the surfaceflux data. Another reasonmay
]-I i•/•(s),
s=l
be attributed to uncertaintyin the climatologicalestimatesof
the fluxesof heat and fresh water. For example,it has been
where
I'I•(•)isan"elementary"
mixing
operator
thatperforms
argued[e.g.,Arhan et al., 1989] that our studyregion has the mass-conserving
averagingbetweenlayers9• and p•+ •:
largestexcessof precipitationover evaporationin the North
1
0
1
Atlantic. To studythe sensitivityof our resultsto uncertainties
in buoyancyforcing, we constructed"alternative" buoyancy
forcingby addingspatiallyuniformandtime-invariantfluxesof
and N(p) is the total number of elementarymixing events

freshwaterandheatof 25cmyr-• and30W m-2, respectively,
necessary
to transform
a givenprofile(p•lk = 1, ..., K) into
to B. The subsequentassimilationexperimentsshowedthat
the correspondingoptimal stateswere closer to each other

one with Ap• = p• - p• + • -< 0. (Note for simplicitywe have
assumedabovethat/Sz• = /5z2....
/Sz•.) The tangentlinear

thanthe buoyancy
forcings,
separated
by the biasof 10-7 g operator
to I'I• is
cm-2 s-•. We interpretthisasanindication
of thealgorithm's

abilityto reducethe uncertaintiesof sucha poorly observable
fI•*= fIk+ • Apk8(Ap•)
0 1=
parameterof large-scaleocean-atmosphere
interactionas surface buoyancyflux.
We seethatlinearization
of fl k coincides
withthe operator
Further developments
of the presentapproachare worthyof
itself. Therefore the adjoint finite different convectiveadjustconsideration.For example,the model domain could be exment can be representedin the form
pandedto includethe whole basin.Other tracer conservation

1

constraints

could be taken into the account to allow more data

il 0

1

to be assimilated.Finally, the dynamicscouldbe incorporated
s=N(p)
into the assimilationschemeas "weak" rather than "strong"
constraints.This generalizationwould increase dramatically In practice,we haveto storethe space-timecoordinatesof all
thedimension
of thecontrolspace(of order106whenconsid- the elementaryconvectiveeventsthat occurredduringthe forering globalscales).However,the developmentof better nu- ward run of the modelandthen applytheir transposes
(denotmericalmethodsand fastercomputerswill graduallymake the ed by superscriptT) in reverseorderwhenrunningthe adjoint
solutionof suchlargecomputationalproblemsfeasible,includ- code.
ing the task of invertinga globaloceanicdata set like the one
obtainedin the World Ocean CirculationExperiment.

Appendix B

Appendix A
A standardway to parameterizeconvectiveadjustmentis as
a form of nonlinear

diffusion:

fi(p) = azO (pz)azp,
where

We now describethe calculationof the posterior error covariance of the ocean state estimatedby experiment A1. It
providesa measureof the changesin the estimatedstate that
are to be expectedas the observationschangewithin their
expectedrange of variability.More specifically,considerthe

ensembleof "datavectors"d andlet •(d) --• exp[-0-] denote
their Gaussianprobability distributionwhere 0- is the cost
function. The estimated ocean state vector is a function of d,

and its secondmomentsgiveus the posteriorcovariancestructure and allow the constructionof posteriorerror bars. Followingthe standardapproach[Thacker,1989],we assumethat
and t• is a positiveconstantthat is sufficientlylarge to ensure posteriorstatisticsare also Gaussianand fluctuationsaround
that the convective relaxation timescale is much less than the
the optimal stateare smallin the sensethat original dynamics
timescalesof the fastestprocesses
resolvedby the system.In is well approximatedby linearized equations.
the presentstudywe usedtwo finite differenceapproximation
The posteriorerror analysiswas the most computationally
offI.
expensivepart of the presentstudybecauseit involvedthe
(pz) -<
> 0
0
0[(pz)l
={0, (pz)
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computationand inversionof the Hessianmatrixas described
below. All error calculationswere performed in the vicinity

of the optimal state from our baserun, experimentA1 (see
Table 1).
The Hessian matrix H was calculatedby finite difference
differentiating of the cost function gradient with respect to
control variables.This operation requiredN - 6033 runs of
the model and its adjoint.The spectrumof the Hessianmatrix
hasa low-dimensional
(n = 429) null space(FigureB1), and
thus the Hessiancannotbe inverted directly.Further investigation showedthat this null spaceis due to winter convection,
which causes loss of information

on the vertical structure of the

initial densityfield. In otherwords,the evolutionof the oceanic
statedoesnot dependon the near-surface,verticalstructureof
the initial densitydistribution.To overcomethis conditioning
problem,we reducedthe numberof controlsby replacingthe
controlsdescribingthe initial vertical densitystructurein the
top four layers(0-75 m) by onecontrol.With thismodification
the dimensionof the new control spacewas reducedto N' =
6033 - 429 = 5604. The conditionnumber of H' (Figure
B1) is 32,000.
The next stepwasto invert H' usinga standardroutinefrom
International Mathematics and Statistics Libraries, Inc. The
covariance matrix between the control variables K = H '-•
contains the information

on the entire covariance

structure

of

the optimal state.

ATLANTIC

O'p2(V•E
=4)-- L rKL.
B2.

Cross-Correlation Analysis

Posteriorprobabilitydistributionis defined(1) by the properties of our observingsystemand (2) by the structureof
dynamicalconstraints.The observations
are distributedhomogeneouslyin time and space,and data errorsare uncorrelated.
Consequently,
if we assumethat the amountof utilized climatological data is adequate to resolve all the componentsof
oceanstate,crosscorrelationswould be mainlyinducedby the
dynamics.Therefore cross-correlationanalysismight be useful
to providean insightof the physicalprocessesgoverningcirculation

within

Variance

Estimation

model

The covariance

domain.

matrix K contains the full information

on the

crosscorrelationsof the estimatedstate and its forcing,which
is obviouslyredundanttakinginto accounta certainfreedomin
our selection of the cost function.

Therefore

in the correlation

analysiswe considera fixedset of integralsof the oceanfields,
which is supposedto be lesssensitiveto uncertaintiesin the
definitionof the costfunction.The analyzedset b• of integral
quantitiescharacterizingthe optimal state includesmonthly

meantransports
of volumeV andbuoyancy
V, throughthe
open boundariesof the box, monthlymean S-averagedvalues
of wind stress,r, buoyancyflux B, and monthly mean Saverageddensityvalues p at different levels in the vertical.
Consequently,
5eis representedby ((2 x 5 + 3 + 13) x 12) 312-dimensional

B1.

CURRENT

vector.

The 312 x 312 covariance

matrix

K'

was calculatedthroughthe linear transformationof the covari-

K in a waysimilar
to obtaining
O-p
2.
VariancesO-pof all quantities
werecomputed
throughthe ancematrix
linear transformations

of the covariance

matrix K. Let us con-

sider as an example the algorithm for computationof the

Covariancematrix K' consistsof the cells defined by the
physicalnatureof their entries(e.g.,cell ,r - B). The elements

within

variance
o-•,for the volumetransport
through
the eastern the
boundary
of the domainfor the monthof April, V• =4.

First, we compute the componentsof the vector L, which
relates small fluctuationsof control vector C around optimal

valuewith a variationof V•r•=4. Thiscanbe doneusingthe
adjoint code:

•V•=4
•I•/•m=4
whereX is thestatevectorand•}p• is theadjointof the
dynamicaloperatorof the model in the vicinityof the optimal
state. Then

the variance

can be calculated

as

the cells are ordered

in columns

and rows:

of ß in Januaryand B in January;the next element is covarianceof ,r in FebruaryandB in January,and so on. Correlation
functions,extractedfrom the different diagonalsof the correspondingcellsin K', are closeto periodicaland homogeneous
in time. Deviationsfrom homogeneityvaried within 10-20%
between different pairs of 5e componentshaving significant
correlations.

The transportsof volumeand buoyancythroughlateral and
lower boundariesdemonstratehighestcorrelations.The correspondingtemporalcorrelationfunctionsdo not demonstrate
any significant(largerthan a month) time shifts.Correlations
with atmosphericbuoyancyflux are muchsmallerin magnitude
and have significantvaluesfor the components9(0-100m),

VB,E,s,and V•,•,s. CorrelationfunctionsB - V, demon-

E max

strate minimum

103

in winter and low maximum

outflows at the bottom

102

in summer for the

and eastern boundaries

of the domain.

In contrast,southernoutflowis positivelycorrelatedwith surface buoyancyflux, exhibitingstrongercorrelationsin winter.
Wind forcing appearsto have a significantcorrelationsonly
with the transportsthroughthe southernboundary.Stronger
zonal windsin winter tend to exporta considerableamountof
coldwater southwardwithin the surfaceEkman layer, explaining to some extent the abovementioned behavior of the ,r -

101
_

1

E rnin

10-'•

with month

first element in the first column of ,r - B cell is covariance

10-2
10-3

V, andB - V, correlation
functions.

From the generalviewpointwe may assumethat seasonal
variability is causedby oscillationsin the dynamicsof the
N
SubpolarGyre as a whole, and therefore locally, the main
Figur_e
B1. Spectra
oftheHessian
•natrices
ft (dashed
curve) drivingforcesare the lateral and lower boundaries.This gives
and It' (solid curve) associated
with assimilationscheme.See some explanationwhy open boundary transportshave been
found to be correlatedbetween each other and more weakly
Appendix
A for definitions
of ft andft'.
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